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KMP Mysinge – tradition and elegance
KMP Mysinge has a cast iron front, top and sides in a traditional design that will
last for years and years. The generous glass sections of both models mean that the
ﬂames can be seen from several angles.
KMP Mysinge are developed and manufactured in Sweden and imbued with a
feeling of genuine quality. As an option, three diﬀerent types of natural stone are
available for the top and sides in order to give a more personal stamp.
The stove lights itself
The KMP stoves are designed to work as a primary heat source. A high level of
eﬃciency, in combination with automatic operation, means that the stove replaces
up to 80% of the heating in a normal family house with electricity as the heating
source.
The KMP Mysinge fans and patented fuel-feeding system make them the quietest pellet stoves on the market. The desired room temperature is easily regulated
from the control panel. During thermostatic operation the stove is ignited and
extinguished automatically in order to maintain the correct temperature.
Filling with pellets is simple, through the hatches on the top of the stove.
The capacious hopper enables the stove, in a normal family house, to burn for
1-2 days before having to be reﬁlled.
Chimney or not?
The stove can be installed without a traditional chimney if your home does not
have one. The solution that makes this possible is called KMP Draft, which is
a patent-pending fan controlled ﬂue gas duct that goes straight out through the
wall. Even connection to a traditional chimney, new or old, is extremely easy as
only one operation is needed for upward or backward connection.
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As an option, the top and sides
of the stove can be obtained in
soapstone, rustic grey limestone
or polished black limestone.
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Soapstone

KMP MYSINGE
Optionally equipped with black
limestone top and sides.

Grey
limestone

Output (min-max)

kW

3,5-6

Pellet hopper

litres

38

Burning time

hours

18-40

%

approx. 93

Efﬁciency level
Mains connection
Flue pipe diameter

230V, earthed
mm

76

Weight

kg approx. 138

Noise level

dB

< 45

Optional extras:
UÊ Top and side panels in natural stone
UÊÊ Ash cyclone for vacuum cleaner
UÊÊ Glass ﬂoor protection
UÊÊ Water jacket
UÊÊ Emergency power pack

Control panel:
The control panel has a display and adjustment dial:
UÊÊ The display shows the operating mode and the
current temperature. Explanatory text scrolls through
the display every 5 seconds.
UÊÊ The adjustment dial is used by pressing or turning.
- Turn it to scroll through the menu or change the
value when adjusting.
- Pushing once makes a selection in the menu.
- To ignore the change wait 4 seconds and the
alue is reset.

Black limestone
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PELLET STOVE KMP LILLA FRÖ

Tradition and elegance - in a small format
Despite its small size and light weight, KMP Lilla Frö is a fully grown stove
with a proper pellet store, that gives a long burn time with the same efficiency
as KMP’s other stoves.
KMP Lilla Frö has black-painted, sheet metal plate top and sides and the
front is stainless steel.
KMP Lilla Frö is developed and manufactured in Sweden and imbued with
a feeling of genuine quality. The stove is designed and shaped for most home
environments. KMP Lilla Frö is an easy to care for and good value choice that
produces a pleasant heat and extra cosy feeling in week-end cottages and
small houses.
The stove lights itself
The KMP stoves are designed to work as a primary heat source. A high level
of efficiency, in combination with automatic operation, means that the stove
replaces up to 80% of the heating in a normal family house with electricity as
the heating source.
The desired room temperature is easily regulated from the control panel.
During thermostatic operation the stove is ignited and extinguished automatically in order to maintain the correct temperature. Different temperatures
can be programmed using the digital controls. Perhaps you want it to be extra
warm and snug in the morning and evenings but cooler by day and night.
With Ariterm’s own controls you can get it exactly how want it.
Filling with pellets is simple, through the hatch on the top of the stove.
The capacious hopper enables the stove, in a normal family house, to burn for
1-2 days before having to be refilled.
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PELLET STOVE KMP LILLA FRÖ
430

520

Control panel:
The control panel has a display and adjustment dial:
• The display shows the operating mode and the
current temperature. Explanatory text scrolls
through the display every 5 seconds.
• The adjustment dial is used by pressing or turning.
- Turn it to scroll through the menu or change the
		 value when adjusting.
- Pushing once makes a selection in the menu.
- To ignore the change wait 4 seconds and the
		 alue is reset.
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Technical data
Output (min-max)		

kW

2-5

Pellet hopper		

litres

33

Burning time		

hours

33-35

Efficiency level		

%

approx. 93

Optional extras:
• Ash cyclone for vacuum
cleaner
• Glass floor protection
• Emergency power pack

Mains connection			230V, earthed
mm

76

Weight

kg

70

Noise level

dB

< 45

We reserve the right to make design changes without prior notice
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Flue pipe diameter		
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PELLET STOVE KMP EKERUM

KMP Ekerum - modern and timeless
KMP Ekerum, designed by Fredrik Fyhr and Fredrik Svensson, is stylish,
decorative and modern. The design of the front is as natural as it is distinctive
and the large window gives the viewer an optimal view of the fire.
The opening top and carefully designed base also contribute to the light and
airy impression. KMP Ekerum is developed and manufactured in Sweden.
The result is a high quality, elegant and timeless stove with a Scandinavian
feel which is easy to position and maintain.
The stove is made of painted sheet metal and aluminium. The top and
front are available in six different colours. The sides and base are painted in
a discrete graphite grey nuance.
Controlled heating on your conditions
The KMP stoves are P-marked and their fans and patented fuel-feeding
system make them the quietest pellet stoves on the market.
KMP Ekerum is developed to work as a primary heat source.
A high level of efficiency, in combination with automatic operation, means
that the stove replaces up to 80 % of the heating in a normal family house
with, for example, electricity as heating source. The room temperature can be
set easily on the control panel and with thermostat regulated operation, the
stove is lit and extinguished automatically to maintain the set temperature.
Refilling pellets is easily performed by sliding the top forwards to access the
hopper. The capacious hopper enables the stove, in a normal family house,
to burn for 1-2 days before having to refill.
With or without chimney…
KMP Ekerum can be installed without a traditional chimney if your home
does not have one. The solution that makes this possible is called KMP Drag,
which is a patent-pending fan controlled flue gas duct that goes straight out
through the wall. Even connection to a traditional chimney, new or old, is
extremely easy as only one operation is needed for upward or backward
connection.
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PELLET STOVE KMP EKERUM
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160 ± 5

BASIC RANGE

TREND RANGE

Polished black

Blood red

Soft white

Sky blue

Silver metallic

Pastel green

530

917 ± 5
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Technical data
Output (min-max)		

kW

3,5-6

Pellet hopper		

litres

38

Burning time		

hours

18-40

Efficiency level		

%

ca 93

Optional extras:
• Ash cyclone for vacuum
cleaner
• Glass floor protection
• Water jacket
• Emergency power pack

Note that the colours may appear different in real life than in
print. To view any colour samples, please contact one of our stove
dealers.

Flue pipe diameter		

mm

76

Weight

kg

100-125

Noise level

dB

< 45

2009.04.27

Mains connection			230V, earthed

We reserve the right to make design changes without prior notice
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PELLET STOVE KMP NEPTUNI

KMP Neptuni - unique and challenging
Challenge your senses with modern and newly created design by Fredrik
Fyhr and Fredrik Svensson. The source of KMP Neptuni’s special appearance
is the elipse shaped glass and the pillar shaped hot air exhaust. The stove is
developed and manufactured in Sweden and breaks from traditional design
to challenge the viewer’s senses. The opening top and carefully designed base
contribute to the light and airy impression. The result is an elegant and sober
stove that is both easy to position and easy to maintain.
KMP Neptuni is made of painted sheet metal and aluminium. The top
and front are available in six different colours. The sides and base are painted
in a discrete graphite grey nuance.
Heat your home automatically
The KMP stoves are P-marked and their fans and patented fuel-feeding
system make them the quietest pellet stoves on the market.
KMP Neptuni is designed to work as a primary heat source. A high level
of efficiency, in combination with automatic operation, means that the stove
replaces up to 80 % of the heating in a normal family house with, for example,
electricity as heating source. The room temperature can be set easily on the
control panel and with thermostat regulated operation, the stove is lit and
extinguished automatically to maintain the set temperature.
Refilling pellets is from above by sliding the top forwards to access the
hopper. The capacious hopper enables the stove, in a normal family house,
to burn for 1-2 days before having to refill.
With or without chimney…
KMP Neptuni can be installed without a traditional chimney if your home
does not have one. The solution that makes this possible is called KMP Drag,
which is a patent-pending fan controlled flue gas duct that goes straight out
through the wall. Even connection to a traditional chimney, new or old, is
extremely easy as only one operation is needed for upward or backward
connection.
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PELLET STOVE KMP NEPTUNI
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BASIC RANGE

TREND RANGE

Polished black

Blood red

Soft white

Sky blue

Silver metallic

Pastel green
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917 ± 5
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Technical data
Output (min-max)		

kW

3,5-6

Pellet hopper		

litres

38

Burning time		

hours

18-40

Efficiency level		

%

approx. 93

Optional extras:
• Ash cyclone for vacuum
cleaner
• Glass floor protection
• Water jacket
• Emergency power pack

Note that the colours may appear different in real life than in
print. To view any colour samples, please contact one of our stove
dealers.

Flue pipe diameter		

mm

76

Weight

kg

100-125

Noise level

dB

< 45

2009.04.27

Mains connection			230V, earthed

We reserve the right to make design changes without prior notice

